A "One License—One Hearing" Policy

Federal Research Funding: Open Competition: H. Postma; L. C. Ianniello • NAS Acid Rain Study: S. F. Singer

Pressure to Cut the Deficit Creates Uncertainty for Biomedical Research • NIH Starts New Grants Program

Approval Seen for New U.S. Chemical Weapons • Binary Deployment Remains Controversial

Homelessness: Experts Differ on Root Causes

Briefing: Science and Engineering Academies Elect New Officers • Congressmen Urge Support for Supercollider • Congress Urged to Change Patterns of Research Support • Copyrights Obsolete in an Electronic Age, OTA Finds

Greenhouse Warming Still Coming

Briefing: Did Ancient Humans Make Stone Caches?

Manic-Depression: Is It Inherited?

"Computer Genome" Is Full of Junk DNA

Briefing: A Solution to the Solar Neutrino Puzzle?

Basic Research and Economic Health: The Coming Challenge: E. Bloch

Marine Cobalt Resources: F. T. Manheim


Fine Structure Genetic Analysis of a β-Globin Promoter: R. M. Myers, K. Tilly, T. Maniatis


Reduction in Summer Soil Wetness Induced by an Increase in Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide: S. Manabe and R. T. Wetherald


Protection of Cattle Against Foot-and-Mouth Disease by a Synthetic Peptide: R. DiMarchi, G. Brooke, C. Gale, V. Cracknell, T. Doel, N. Mowat

A Mutation in the R Body—Coding Sequence Destroys Expression of the Killer Trait in P. tetraurelia: J. A. Dilts and R. L. Quackenbush


A Neuronal Antigen in the Brains of Alzheimer Patients: B. L. Wolozin, A. Pruchnicki, D. W. Dickson, P. Davies

Annual Meeting Returns to Philadelphia: Joan Wrather ■ "Reporting the Shuttle Disaster"—Additional Annual Meeting Symposium ■ Winner of Trip to Annual Meeting Announced ■ SBETF to Focus on Space Science in 1986—87 ■ Women's Participation in the Professional Work Force Levels Off—Minority Representation at Near Standstill: Betty M. Vetter and Eleanor L. Babco ■ Obituaries

The Nuclear Suppliers and Nonproliferation and The Nuclear Connection, reviewed by R. L. Williamson, Jr. ■ The Origins of Behaviorism, M. M. Mokel ■ Attribution, A. W. Kruglanski ■ Some Other Books of Interest ■ Books Received

Statistics Software ■ Automated Chemistry Analyzer ■ DNA Electrophoresis ■ Fraction Collector ■ Plant Growth Chamber ■ Electrophoresis System ■ Pipettor ■ NMR Simulator ■ Chemistry Workstation